Alterations in Nuclear Lamina and the Cytoskeleton of Bone Marrow-Derived Human Mesenchymal Stem Cells Cultured Under Simulated Microgravity Conditions.
Cells sense and respond to environmental changes induced by gravity. Although reactions to conventional culture have been intensively studied, little is known about the cellular reaction to simulated microgravity conditions. Thus, in this study, we investigated the effects of simulated microgravity on human mesenchymal stem cells using a three-dimensional clinostat (Gravite®), a recently developed device used to generate simulated microgravity condition in vitro. Our time-lapse analysis shows that cells cultured under conventional culture conditions have a stretched morphology and undergo unidirectional migration, whereas cells cultured under simulated microgravity conditions undergo multidirectional migration with directional changes of cell movement. Furthermore, cells cultured under conventional culture conditions maintained their spindle shape through fibronectin fibril formation in their bodies and focal adhesion stabilization with enriched stress fibers. However, cells cultured under simulated microgravity conditions were partially contracted and the fibril structures were degraded in the cell bodies. Additionally, paxillin phosphorylation in the cells cultured under simulated microgravity conditions was more intense at the cell periphery in regions near the leading and trailing edges, but was less expressed in the cell bodies compared with that observed in cells cultured under conventional culture conditions. Furthermore, lamin A/C, a major component of the nuclear lamina, was mainly located on the apical side in cells cultured under conventional culture conditions, indicating basal-to-apical polarization. However, cells cultured under simulated microgravity conditions showed lamin A/C localization on both the apical and basal sides. Taken together, these results demonstrate that simulated microgravity-driven fibronectin assembly affects nuclear lamina organization through the spatial reorganization of the cytoskeleton.